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It "H~ppened"
One Wednesday.....

Faculty to
Prepare for Laptops
Andy Gerchak
StajJWriter

Members ofthe Ursinus modem dance class perform "Happenings," a
unique urban dance sty Ie, near the Ursinus hockey field. See story, p. 1

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

USGA calls "Do-Over"
Possible election rule violations lead to are-vote
Joanna Doyle
CoEditor-in-Chief

Student elections held Wednesday
through Friday last week have been
nullified due to suspected rule violations by campaigning students, according to USGA president Brian Ebersole.
The results of the original election will
not be released, but those who wish to
re-cast votes will have the opportunity
to do so this Thursday and Friday
during lunch and dinner hours in
Wismerlobby.
Ebersole would not comment on the
details of the allegations. However,

NEWS

IRClubto
host Kosovo
panel discussion
page 2

When you get to the end ofyour
rop e, tie a knot and hang on.
- Franklin Roosevelt

another USGA member, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the violations
consisted of candidates posting fliers at
the election table and being present while
votes were being cast, both of which are
against USGA election policy. USGA
instituted the policy in 1995, when students complained that they had been influenced by the presence and active campaigning at the election table of two men
running for freshmen class offices.
One student who voted in last week's
election said he had to ask a candidate to
"walk around the comer so I could vote."
see USGA p.l
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S. T.A.R. spreads
sexual assault
awareness
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As plans to provide incoming freshmen
with laptop computers in the fall of2000
-are finanlized, Dr. John King, Director of
Computing Services, held a common hour
lecture for Ursinus College staff. In addition to students, all faculty members will
be receiving laptops as well. The decision
to provide laptops for support staff will be
decided on a case by case basis.
King distributed pamphlets and discussed the college's decision to implement
the laptop program.
"Faculty are limited by the constraints
of college-provided desktop computing
resources that are not accessible when
they are off campus doing research, presenting a paper or at home in the evening
preparing for their next day ' s class," he
said .
King said he believes that in order to use
them effectively, the faculty must become
familiar with the laptops in advance. As
a result, laptops will be presented to faculty members starting this summer.
According to the literature King distributed "This will provide faculty with a year
to use the laptops, and, at their own initiative, to begin thinking about how they can
use the technology in their teaching and
begin developing instructional resources
that make use of the technology."
To assist the faculty, a series of workshops beginning this summer will demonstrate new and creative ways to use laptops
for teaching classes, and are designed to
provide faculty with a basic understanding ofthe hardware and programs they are
most likely to be using. Also, three instructional technology specialists will offer additional assistance in this regard.

OPINIONS

Student:
Unresponsive
administration?
page 4

The college is taking other measures
to be better prepared for a laptoporiented teaching environment. Plans
call for network access in every classroom, including outlets at the site of
each fixed seat in the instructional buildings. In addition, laptop projection
devices are being investigated for each
classroom, so that professors can
present materials on their machine
which can be displayed on a large
screen.
Professors say they beginning to consider how best to take advantage of
laptops as part of classroom instruction. Dr. Andrew Price, professor of
chemistry, said that he is exci ted about
their potential uses for science classes.
"I think it will get to the stage where
students will bring theirlaptops to lab,
collect their data on the laptop directly
instead of using a lab notebook," he
said. However, Price said is unsure
how professors in the humanities and
social sciences will make use of the
machines in their classes.
Dr. Jon Volkmer, professor of Engl ish, said he was skeptical at first as to
how the laptops would help him, but he
recently had a change of heart. He
described his creative writing classes,
where students must print out twelve or
so copies of each of their works all
semester, and distribute them to the
others in the class. This process wastes
paper, printer ink, and time in the copying room. With the addition of the
laptops, Volkmer envisions a creative
writing workshop where students can
read and critique their peers' work
online.
see LAPTOPS p.2
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IR Club encourages global
awareness, student involvement

The Grizzly
JOANNA DOYLE

ERNY HOKE

Editors-in-Chief
given state to represent on specific inter- nizations, "
MELISSA FORBES
which
is
national
topics.
The
participants,
or
delManaging Editor
Opinions Editor and Staff Writer
DR. LYNNE EDWARDS
egates, must role play the foreign policy of taught by
FacultyAdvisor
current club
their assigned state within a council.
MELISSA FORBES STEPHANIE PALMER
advisor,
Dr.
The Ursinus College International
This year, the delegation from Ursinus
Business Managers
Relations Club is closing the semester acted as the Republic of Djibouti, an Nicholas
CHRJSCOCCA
Opinions Editor
with a series ofevents aimed at further- African state located just north of the Berry.
JEFF CHURCH, LOU NEMPHOS
Arts & Entertainment Editors
Riding
ingcampus awareness of world affairs African Hom. Members of the Ursinus
STEPHANIE RESTINE
Sports Editor
and their domestic impact. Beginning team were seniors Sean Clayton and on the mowith the participation ofthe 1999 Na- Amanda Hektor,juniors Mike Boyer and mentum
Editorial Policy
tional Model United Nations (NMUN) Juliette Van deGeer, sophomores Aman from their
All letters and articles submitted to The Grizzly must be signed by the author.
New
York
conference in New York City last Battish, . Brian Berg, Laura Fontaine,
In the interestof content integrity,anonymous articles will not be published.
Opinions that appear in articles are those ofthose authors, and not necessarily
month, the IR Club has furthered its MargoHill,andYenmaKounlavong,and experience,
those ofthe student body oradministration. The Grizzlyreserves the right to
goals by adopting a new constitution, freshmen Chris Cocca, Sue Fialkowski, the delegates
edit any submission forgrammatical,legal, andlorspatial purposes.
and
other
organizing a campus wide discussion Joe Pope, and Aaron Ranck. While at the
panel on the crisis in Kosovo, and conference, the delegates had such memo- members of
·
. t h e R ever- the International Relations Club took the
Preparing for elections tomorrow, rable expenences
as meetmg
7pm this evening in the Musser Auditoend Al Sharpton in the lobby ofthe Grand initiative by drafting, debating, and adopt- rium in Phafler Hall. Also, club elections
Wednesday, April 28th.
From March 30th through April Hyatt, being addressed by UN Secretary- ing a new club consitution. The general will take place tomorrow, Wednesday,
3rd, 13 Ursinus students ventured to General Kofi Annon on the floor of the purpose of the new document was to April 28th at 12:3Opm in Bomberger 106.
mid-town Manhattan for the NMUN United Nations General Assembly, hav- better focus the goal of the organization The meeting is open to current members as
conference, an annual national colle- ing their photographs taken by a UN byfurtheringclubcommitmenttoraising well as anyone interested in joining the
giate competition which included stu- photographer from Tunisia, and experi- campus awareness of international af- club.
dents from all regions of the United encing the cultural diversity of their felfairs. In addition, the new constitution t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - States, as well as various international low delegates and the city itself. Upon redefined the leadership positions within
participants. The goal ofNMUN is to their return to campus, the delegates drafted the club, in order to enhance the overall
create an academic forum in which written presentations on topics ranging quality and activity of the IR Club.
students can debate global issues, in- from their NMUN experiences to the funcActing under this renewed committeract with other delegates, and enjoy a tioning ofthe United Nations. Before trav- ment. to maintaining a stronger presence Connie Foutz-Monroe
rewardingeducational experience.
1·
N
Y k fi h . 1 ·
h
on campus, the IR Club has organized a
Special to the Grizzly
e mg to ew or or t e Slmu atIOn, t e
Model United Nations is a process d i d b
d·
h
1·
studentlprofessor discussion panel focuse egates prepare yatten mg t e po 1Many of you may have noticed cer·
. 1 d "I
.
I0
ing on the Kosovo crisis, scheduled for
through which students are assigned a
________________
h_C_S_co_u_r_s_e_en_t_lt_e...:,_n_t_e_rn_a_t_lO_n_a__r:::.ga_-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1 tain "Happenings" on the UrsinusCol-

Chris Cocca and Joe Pope

Dance at UC

lege campus on Wednesday, April 14th,
1999. A "Happening" refers to a
unique dance philosophy which first
elections again," one member said. "It's "happened" in New York City and
easier than dealing with the fact that other urban areas, in the early seventhere really was election fraud. If the ties. These movement artists believed
people involved had any ethics, they (and still believe) that dance should
would withdraw their names from the not only be viewed in a theater or dance
second election."
club. The first dance "happenings"
were viewed in parks, on streets corners, in museums, and often occurred
spontaneously in random environments.
expected to provide prompt, cheerful, reJust as we see sculpture, paintaings,
liable service for every faculty member and architechture, dance is also, thanks
and student's different needs and configu- to the Ursinus Modem Dance class, is
rations," he said. "Standardization is an art which can and should be accesnecessary. "
sible anywhere. Connie Foutz-MonAlthough the specifics for the new pro- roe currently teaches three dance
gram have yet to be finalized, King said courses here at Ursinus. Due to the
Ursinus is looking into laptops having a increasing enthusiasm for dance as an
Pentium processor between 233 and 300 art by the students and faculty, there
Mh, with hard drive capacity estimated at will be an informal danceperfonnance
3 Gb or greater and between 32 and 64 Mb this Wednesday, April 28th, at 3:00
of RAM. In addition, he anticipates the p.m. inHelffiich201 (themirrorroom).
laptops will have a CD-ROM, modem, Please come and show your support
Ethernet adapter, and a small inkjetprinter. for integrating dance into the curriculum at Ursinus College.

USGA to rerun elections in response to rule violation charges
USGAfrom p.l

,

Sophomore Andy Haines, who currently holds the position of USGA
treasurer, said allegations against his
campaign were false, but added that
USGA was aware of the rumors and
had· therefore decided to hold new
elections.
"There were concerns that some
people had fliers on the election table,
some people had been standing around
the election table," Haines said. "So
to avoid making conflict or anything it
became more simple just to redo the
elections. "
Some members expressed anger at
the idea that votes would be re-cast,
believing any damage done by the
suspected students' conduct could not
be reversed. They expressed concern
the same students may not all choose
to vote a second time, or that they
might be more likely to remember the
names of those candidates who were

so visible during the first election, even
ifthey are not present this time. Either
condition could potentially have a
signifcant impact on the election results.
"Of course it's easier to just hold

Faculty to receive laptops
LAPTOPS from p.l
As far as other possibilities, Volkmer is
looking forward to the workshops this
summer to help him discover new ways to
make use ofthe laptops. "I've got plenty
of ways of my own to think about," he
said, "but I'm open to other ideas."
''Not everybody has to engage in the
computer world to the same extent,"
Volkmer said. "It'll be perfectly fme if
some courses never use computers."
Along with aiding in the classroom,
Volkmer said he sees other reasons for the
switch to the laptop system.
''The computer staff here cannot be

April 27, 1999
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sTAR raises awareness ofsexual assault on campus

Scholar speaks on
African Women writers

Jaime Chambers

Richard Barrett

Special to the Grizzly

incoming freshmen or to current students.
Among the most serious are rape and
sexual misconduct, problems which became topics of discussion at Ursinus last
week
For many UC students, rape became a
relevant topic for the first time during
Sexual Assault Awareness Week, recently
sponsored by STAR (Students and Teachers Against Rape). The week was designed to make the campus more aware to
the increasing prevalence of sexual assault and rape. Although Ursinus is a
small school, students learned, it is not
immune to these issues. Rape and forms
of sexual assault are quite common at all
types of college campuses, but many students said they don 'trealize how common
such incidents can be.

Joseph Weinberg, a renowned speaker
in rape prevention, suggested during a
lecture to students that the combination
MYTH: Rape and sexual assault are
ofalcohol, drugs and the increased presonly prevalent on large college camsures of college life create a more likely
puses.
situation for sexual assault.
FACT: Rape and sexual assault are
"It is very hard for,people to say and!
prevalent on small college campuses,
or understand the word 'no' when they
such as Ursinus College.
are under the influence," he said.
Ursinus is a small, beautiful liberal
Erin Martino, a junior, said she was
arts school that strives for excellence
astonished by the facts Weinberg had
in academics and athletics. The coldiscussed. She said she was happy to
lege relies on its "small school" atmohear that the lecture was not only a
sphere to give it distinction and charserious look at rape, but also an educaacter, and most incoming freshman
tional talk on prevention with a humoronly ever hear aboutthe perks ofcomous undertone.
ing to a small school, and they are left
"Maybe I needed to hear the gruesome
to discover the negative aspects. Often
details to understand the facts and ways
these may not be readily apparent to
to stop the spread and acceptance of
assault," she said.
Along with the
lecture and a training session in prevention for the Resident Assistants by
Joseph Weinberg,
the week also offered
two on campus movies that dealt with the
harsh topics. "Campus Rape" and
"Men, Sex and
To l1te Ursinus Community :
Rape" both gave students a closer look at
THANK YOU!!! On behalf of the many children that wiU benefit from
the cruel combinayour generous donation to "Hospital Hugs". Because of your generosity, hundreds of
children will receive a stuffed animal like ones pil..'tUred above when they unfortunately
tion of college and
find themselves in the emergency room
rape. (As an added
Jodic and Sara, the Leyfert and Sheehan families would like to thank you for the
bonus many profesfabulous entertainment and hospitality we received on Friday, April 9th. Each and every
act was so enjoyable, we cannot wait to see the video tapc.
sors allowed students
To Chris Jacobs, we hope that the special "Hospital Hug" he received will give
to miss class to give
hun joy and comfort through hIS illness. OUT prayers and thoughts are with this fine
support to the movyoung man that we had the pleasure of meeting at Airband ''99.
ies.)
Good Health and Happiness to all of you. Sending you a very big HUG!!
STAR senior
Jodie & Sara
director, Jennifer
"Hospital Hugs"
deRuyter, said she
Leyfert & Sheehan Family
was pleasantly surprised with the overall support during the
entire week.
"There was quite an
overwhelming support from the faculty
and students. I was
so pleased to see
many people taking
the week seriously,"
she said. "Everyone
was terrific during
the week."

Staff Writer

Ursinus College hosted Dr. Omar
Sougou, a visiting Fulbright Scholar
who is touring college campuses as part
of Fulbright's NatIonal Speakers Program, on April 20, in Olin Auditorium.
Sougou, who is a professor of
Anglophone African literature at the
University - Gaston Berger ofSt. Louis,
Senegal, gave a lecture entitled' Literature by the Women of Africa. '
Sougou's talk focused the growing
trend of women writers in Africa gaining increased acceptance in recent years.
"The last quarter century has brought
about a momentous movement ofwomen
in African literature," Sougou said. Now
women writers like Mariam Ba are writing about the idea of liberation, something that 30 years ago would have been
unheard of."
Sougou said he believes education is
driving this trend. Since 1989, the
illiteracy rate in Senegal has gone from
67% of women to 52%, and illiteracy
among men decreased from 58% to
42%. Now that more girls are given the
same opportunities to attend school as
boys have, they are taking advantage of
it.
"Girls used to be kept away from
school," Sougou said. "It's only now in
the past few decades, that girls are
getting that chance."
One of the other reasons Sougou proposed for the rise in African women
writers is that such women are becoming more economically independent. The
facilities a writer has to work with in
America and Europe are still much more
advanced than those of Africa, but that
hasn't quieted the ambition of the new
women writers of Africa.
"They are now writers to be reckoned
with," Sougou said.
"Dr. Sougou's discussion was interesting because it went further than just
the literature, it went into the life of an
African writer," said sophomore Drew
Owens, who attended the lecture.
Sougou holds a master's degree in
African Literature, and a Ph.D. in African Literature from the University of
Aberdeen, Scotland. He has participated at various local seminars, presenting his work on African literature at
research conferences. He is a member
of such scholarly societies as the .\frican Literature Association, West African Research Association and The
Modern Language Association of
America.
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Free Laptops: What could
possibly be wrong with that?
As finals and graduation approach,
it seems like a good time to get a little
sentimental about some of the more
memorable social moments every student at some point experiences at
Ursinus - at parties, in dorms and ...
writing papers?
The college administration has entered the final stage in the plan to
provide all students with laptops beginning with the Class of2004. However, without even being aware that
they are doing it, they may be on the
verge of eliminating one of the best
sources for social interaction that exists on the Ursinus campus.
For those who have computers in
their rooms, this may require some
explanation. Unless you have gone
out to get some fresh air at four in the
morning and shared a cigarette or just
stopped to chat with a group offellow
students taking a smoke break on the
steps of Olin; unless you and friend
have scurried across to Wismer to
stock up on coffee for the night before
Zack's 1 a.m. closing; unless you
have changed the entire thesis of a
paper at midnight because you were
lucky enough to run into a classmate
who alerted you to something in the
material you hadn't realized before,
then the communal value of computer
labs will not be apparent to you.
It seems like a strange thing to take
issue with - what could possibly be'
wrong with providing a free laptop for
every student? It will eliminate many
ofthe technical problems now caused
by the huge academic computing network, as well as the availability problems related to evening and day
schools classes use oflabs. It's also
a great recruiting tool for Ursinus and
shows a willingness to constantly improve, modernize and rethink the way
we teach and learn.
However, there are, in fact, a numberofproblems. Themostobvious,of
course, is that tuition win have to be
increased to cover the costs of the
new machines, and students will not
have a choice about whether or not
they want them. The program of
course does not take into account
incoming students who would have
brought their own computers with
them anyway. In addition, there is a

chance further down the line that, although students and faculty will be
expected to rely much more heavily on
their computers, a discrepancy may
develop as some choose to update
hardware and software and others do
not.
Such logistical considerations aside,
the most problematic residual effect of
the issuing oflaptops may in fact be in
the social realm. Many people choose
to do their work outside of their dorms
not only because they need quiet to
concentrate, but also because there is
something to be said for shared suffering. Working in a lab, students will
inevitably come upon someone else in
their class, providing a valuable opportunity to share ideas, to have someone
to proof a paper or a lab, or just to
relieve some stress by griping over an
assignment or making a joint WaWa
run.
Take a walk across the Ursinus campus after 10 p.m. on an average Tuesday night, and you will see very few
people - except for those using a classroom building to work on a project.
Individual laptops will give many students even less of a reason to leave
theirrooms most nights, and will eliminate one of the most effective sources
of social and intellectual interaction on
the Ursinus campus.
None ofthis is to say, of course, that
the discussion of these drawbacks
should be taken as suggestion that the
laptop program should be abandoned.
It is merely meant to suggest that some
consideration should be taken for the
many ramifications of putting a program in place that represents a fundamental change in the social life and
atmosphere of the Ursinus campus.
One staff member has suggested the
college might consider converting one
or more of the current labs into a kind
of"cyber-cafe," a kind oflounge-snack
bar-coffee shop, where students could
gather, talk and plug in their laptops to
work on assignments, surf the net, or
whatever. Such an idea might be the
best solution, allowing students to work
closely together, and providing the kind
of student center the college has been
working hard to establish - with little
response - in Wismer Lower Lounge.

-- JD.
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Administration unresponsive to
student problem
To the Editor:

self, I said that I was concerned
about the parking ticket I had received. I then explained the reasons
why I shouldn't incur the fine. But
before I even got to the part about no
signs or lines, Mr. McKinney said he
wasn't going to revoke the violation.
Well, I again tried to explain why I
thought I shouldn't receive the fine.
This time I managed to get through
the entire spiel. He again refused to
rescind the fme, and his tone of voice
became very condescending. I then
asked Mr. McKinney if I could appeal this further. He remarked that
a parking committee meets randomly
(which means he is probably the
head of it and it never meets), but
they do not hear appeals for parking
violations. However, Mr. McKinney
did say I could take the matter up
with USGA. Maybe they will be of
some help.
Mr. McKinney, I think you have
set a fine example of how student!
administrationrelationships should be.
You have demonstrated how well
justice works at Ursinus. Justice, as
many students know, rarely prevails
on this campus. So, Mr. McKinney,
thanks for all of your help in this
matter, and I especially thank you for
your congenial personali ty.

I have recently had a disheartening
experience with the administration of
Ursinus College. After hearing time after
time that the administration is here to
work with us, I am finally convinced that
is not true.
On Sunday morning, I walked to the
parking lot behind Zwingli and Duryea
and found a parking ticket on my truck.
This was very weird I thought. Did I
commit a parking violation? The ticket
said I had parked in a fire lane. After
reading this, I began to look around the
parking lot. I did not see any painted lines
indicating a fire lane, nor did I see a sign
that said there was one. I also didn't see
a sign that read "No Parking".
What did I do wrong? I know I didn't
block any other cars in or anything like
that. Confused, I went to security the
next day to inquire about the violation.
The security officer said that parking in
the middle of that particular lot was illegal. I pointed out there were no signs or
lines in the entire parking lot. The security
guard said that I was right, but he had to
give me the ticket anyway. He then told
me to take the matter up with Todd
McKinney. I thought, no problem, administration is here to work with us.
I went to Mr. McKinney's office immediately. I calmly walked in, ready to
present my case. After introducing my- Hal Carmean, '99
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Blood Lessons:
How America responds to tragedy and why we don't learn from it
Brian Berg
StafJWriter

The violent shooting deaths of 13
Colorado High School students this
past week has caused our nation and
others to shift their focus from what's
wrong with the world and ask in vain:
"What's wrong with America?"
I say "ask in vain" because
America is already painfully aware
of what its problem is. Although the
lesson has been learned time and
time again in our bloody schoolyards,
post offices, subways and streets,
America is a slow learner. No matter how many school children are
needlessly slaughtered, no matter how
many innocent bystanders are killed,
no matter how many teens are accidentally shot, America does not seem
to learn that guns have poisoned our
modem society.
The tragic events such as the

shootings in Colorado only cause
American society to pause for a moment and condemn guns and violence.
But we learn nothing. After the moment has faded, after the bodies have
been lowered into the ground, after the
T. V. cameras leave, we go back to our
quiet "normal" lives instead oftaking a
stand as a nation and saying: "never
again."
The second amendment of the Constitution ofthe United States ofAmerica
reads: "A well regulated Militia, being
necessary to the security of a free
State, the right of the people to keep
and bear Arms, shall not be infringed."
For years, this section of the Bill of
Rights has held the minds ofthe American public hostage. Instead of being a
tool ofdemocracy, the second amendment has become a convenient shield
that the public hides behind in order to
dodge the real problems ofour society.

Perhaps in Colonial times where the
"Minuteman" was the protector ofour
nation, it was necessary for citizens to
have unrestricted access to firearms.
However, in the modern America, we
have the most well trained, most well
equipped and most lethal professional
army on the planet. The responsibility
of training for combat and "providing
for the common defense" is no longer
in the hands ofthe common citizen: we
pay highly trained professionals to ensure our nation's safety.
Rich, powerful pro-gun lobby groups
such as the National Rifle Association
constantly obstructthe passage ofstrict
gun control legislation in Congress by
parading out the second amendment
and speaking of fundamental "rights"
and "freedoms." These groups claim
that gun control legislation is infringing
on their rights: but what about the
rights of the 13 dead students in Colo-

rado? The gun control lobby is
shielded by the second amendment
but what did those Colorado stu~
dents have to hide behind?
America needs to take a stand
and try to reverse the tragic consequences of our "gun culture."
America needs to stop viewing
democratic freedoms as absolutes
and must make itself realize that
some freedoms need to be viewed in
relative terms. America needs to
stop looking at the Constitution as a
holy relic and must see that it can be
reinterpreted: we are facing circumstances that our Founders could not
imagine in their worst nightmare and
certainly could not speak to in the
Constitution. America needs to learn
from this latest lesson and as a
nation proclaim: "never again."

For an opposing view, see nest
page.

Don't be quick too quick to naDle this devil
Chris Cocca
Opinions Editor

The last thing I wanted to' write
about this week, or ever, was the
carnage in Littleton, Colorado. I am
aware ofthe impotence that my words
or anyone else's have in fully addressing the social problems behind
this crisis, in fully mourning the passing ofinnocent victims who in another
place could have been our friends, or
in fully praising the courage and valor
heroic survivors expressed. This is a
tragedy that's left a gaping hole in the
collective heart of the nation, and
people of all colors and creeds can
stand together in grief, empathy, and
horror, yet none of us can truly comprehend, or claim to comprehend, the
reasons behind it or the damage it has
done.
But the questions have been raised,
regardless of our inability, and so I
reluctantly throw my social commentary into the mix. I seek not to

cheapen the deaths of the innocent, nor to
apologize for the guilty. I simply maintain
thatthose quick to label the societal forces
at work in the crisis commit both of those
glaring injustices.
We can attribute it to guns, we can
attribute it to Marilyn Manson, orwe can
attribute it to Adolph Hitler. The fact of
the matter is, something bigger and deeper
than all of those was at work in the minds
ofthe gunmen, and continues to fester in
the moral-social construct of American
and world society. The problem is not the
proliferation of guns, the problem is a
diminishing conception of the intrinsic
value of human life, the problem is alienation from God and man, the problem is as
big and far reaching as we care to probe,
but let us not commit the sin of defining
this menace in any certain terms, in effect, making it as small as our comfort
zones allow, formatting it to fit the sound
bytes of any party's platform, or divorcing it from its deep sociQ- psychological
womb.
It's too easy to say that "Manson made

me do it," that "Smith and Wesson made
me do it," and that if we simply eliminate
these social ills, the carnage will end. No
my friends, the misuse of guns and the
misanthropy of brooding subcultures are
not the problems that contributed to this
crisis: they are the physical and mental
manifestations of far deeper, far more
greatly horrifying, problems of modem
life. More is at work here than the NRA
and shock rockers. Is it faulty parenting?
Is it the existential crisis of the premodern era, and the lack of heroes and
the impossibility of faith this epoch has
produced? Is it anger, teenage angst, or
the empty feelings of ridicule and abuse?
Is it a blatant denial of the sanctity oflife,
an all out assault on that very notion, even
within the context ofa society that continues to destroy it? Is it the product of such
a society? Is it a lack of personal responsibility, or a manifestation ofevil the likes
of which we've refused to let ourselves
see?
The answer is "yes. " Yes to all ofthese
and a score of others, these the problems

that our high-tech, dumbed-down
media and culture refuse to explore
or even lack
knowledge. We can put parental
warnings on Judas Priest and Marilyn
Manson, and yes, we can increase
gun control. Those are easy answers. But can we control the monster inside? Is our politically correct
society ready to embark on that hard
journey? Yes, we can control the
physical means of violence, but in
focusing solely on this aspect, we do
a great injustice to our species and
our children. We ignore the true
factors, perhaps out of convenience
but more likely out of fear. Only
when we dare to look closely within,
only when we drop the mantra of
feel good philosophy and law as savior, only then can we catch a glimpse
a the inner darkness and see what
the nature of our problem truly is.
Perhaps we are in fact "more human
than human" as Rob Zombie says,
and perhaps we are darker and
weaker than we'd care to admit.
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Sponsored Itp C.A.B.
COMEDIAN

~[P!]!}U@@j

TUESDAY, APRIL 27
8 PM IN WLL

r?&Il@@i

80's TUNES FROM

SATURDAY, MAY 1

@[f;~@@j~

~UJlM2{J(]
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28
8 PM IN WLL

12-6 PM ON PAISLEY BEACH
FEATURING HUMAN FOOSBALL, PEDESTAL
JOUST, BOUNCY BOXING, MOONBOUNCE, A
RECORDING STUDIO, THE M-4 MOTION
SIMULATOR, ROCK WALL, 32 FT. INFLATABLE
SLIDE, AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!

&

~#J fP ~ 1J(f#J «Jug
&~$@[!j i7~~
THURSDAY, APRIL 29
2- 8 PM ON PAISLEY BEACH

~r#J;gIl@@

@1lc§J1J(J!.l

SATURDAY, MAY 1 FROM 7-11 PM IN WLL
WIN PRIZES PLAYING ROULETTE, CRAPS,
POKER, SLOT MACHINES, THE MONEY WHEEL
AND MORE!

Do you. have spring cleaning that you think you'll never get to?

Do you love the feeling you get from helping out others in need?

Y40RK WEE#(
What: Ursinus College students springclean your
home and yard (Le. lawn care,
wash the car, wash windows, plus inside cleaning)

. Celebrate Graduation
in Victorian Grandeur
•Elegant Weddings.
•Rehears~
Dinners
!
.
,. • B~~dal Showers

BENEFITS: 2 year old Elizabeth and others like her struC;k with leukemia.
All profits of Work Week go towards
the bone marrow drive on Saturday, May 1, 1999.

~

I

THE--'--";- -

'l\ENNEDY·SUPPLEE
~MANSIONC9J
ll1f R1STAUAANT w.m
!J

f()ftQ

Fabulous French &
Northern'Italian Guisine
. Call Us: 610~337t3777
,Accomodatinggroup,s u~ to SO gUests
I

When: Sunday, April 25· Thursday, April 29
Where: You go nowhere-we come to you! .
How much: Donations at your discretion
Call Brandy and Dania @409·3445 to set
up a time to get your dirty work done.
call today! spread the word to friends and family!

,

,

I

. ' ~ Pill"for ~ht Best ofEwrytb;ngt~Phila.lnqWrcr .
,.'

I

.

'

'1100 West Valley F~ Rd.,. icing o~Prussia,PA 19406
,

Located en Rt. 23, aero" from Viaitor$ Centel in Valley
forge Nauoul Patk
I ·
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FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE

-

Antln:q:x>uw -

llNIH 100

Socioc.JltAnth

GAI.UG3ER,

~, M:iy12

llNIH 200

E~

GAI.1lGIR,

Friday, M:iy 7

1:~:a:pn
1:~:a:pn

IktrLerget IBll 100
Iktrterger IBll 100

~, M:Jy12

9:00:m-12:a:pn

'DI.Jr&Iay, M:Jy 13
'DI.Jr&Iay, M:Jy 13

1:~:~
9:00:m-12:~
1:~:~

Fetterolf Stu:ti.o
Fetterolf Iblge Il<ftn
F. Y. Olin IBll 100
Fetterolf Stu:ti.o
F. Y. Olin IBll 100

--Art-PRf
PRf
PRf
PRf
PRf

all
2O!t.
212
nl
~

Stu:ti.o Art II
Ib:>t~

Bist of Art II
Pain~

luerican Art

XARAS, T.
t-rrARIHY,
RJI'IER..HEN
XARAS, T.
RJI'IER..HEN

fuxJa;y,M:iy10
M::rda;y, M:Jy 10

1:~:a:pn

--Bi~--

BrO
BrO
BrO
BrO
BrO
BrO
BrO
BrO
BrO
HID

BrO
BrO
BrO
BrO
BrO
BrO

100)
1120 A

1120 B
~

222
225

Intro Bio
Prin of Bio
Prin of Bio
IiI1Bn EB:ali ty
VertebJ:ate Bio
CellBi~

226

GaEtics

232

EtlD1cgy
Et:lnlcgy lab
Et:lnlcgy lab

232AA
232A B
D)

~i~

334
42JM

Vascular Plants
E.Volutim
tb] E'en] ar Bio
Anlys of ,Level
~

42fJJ

4?iM
4L{N

F.IEl.Il),

M.

~,K

Emi, K.
FIElil), M.
AI.1.EN, c.
NJJERAL, J
<IIIWV, K
SIDIE, J.
SIDIE, J.
SIDIE, J.

BAIlEY, B.
SWL, P.
0\YlEY, R.
I.£B), A.

AI.1.EN, c.
0\YlEY, E.

9:00:m-12:a:pn

Frida;y, M:Jy 7
'I\Je9:)qy, M:iy 11
'I\Je9:)qy, M:Jy 11
lrkrlIe:rlay, M:Jy 12
Friday, M:Jy 7
'I\Je9:)qy, M:iy 11
Yerlre:rlay, M:Jy 12
Friday, M:iy 7
'I\Je9:)qy, M:iy 11
fuxJa;y, M:Jy 10
M::rda;y,M:Jy10
YaJre:rlay, M:Jy 12
Friday, M:Jy 7
Friday, M:iy 7
lrkrlIe:rlay, M:Jy 12
fuxJa;y,M:Jy10

1:~:a:pn
1:~:a:pn

1:a:pn...4:a:pn
9:00:m-12:a:pn
1:~:a:pn

1:~:~
1:~:a:pn

9: <XBn-12: <rpn
1:cqm..4:<rpn
9:<XBn-12:<rpn
1:~:<rpn

9:00:m-12:<rpn
9: <XBn-12: <rpn
1:~:<rpn

9:<XBn-12:<rpn

'Ib:Jms IBll 32A
Prahler IBll 100
nmas IBll 32A
'ih:nas IBll 323
'DxJms Hall 323
Piahler IBll 211
nmas IBll 32A
'llx:nas Hall 32A
'DxJms Hall 215
'llx:nas Hall 215
'llx:nas Hall 324
Prahler Hall 100
nmas IBll 319
'llx:nas Hall 314
nmas Hall 314
'DxJms IBll a))

- - Chemistty - 1QS A
1QS B
(]Df 20) B
(]Df 20) C

(]Df
(]Df

222
2fiNl A
rnEM 26/l1J B

(]Df
(]Df

26l(l c
310
(]Df 314AA
(]Df 314A B
(]Df

(]Df

(]Df

3:m

Ot:ganic 01em I
Ot:ganic 01em I
Gen 01em II
Gen 01em II
Irox:ganic 01em
Gen 01em II lab
Gen 01em II lab
Gen 01em II lab
!hysical 01em
lab Anal 01em
lab Anal 01em
NoR ~t:m:;cpy

ItRIU<ElLI
IlRllRElU
s::H.JLlZ, R
mICE, A.
mICE, A.
~

mICE, A.
g]{jllZ, R

GAEIE, H.
~
~

GAEIE, H.

'DI.Jr&Iay, M:Jy 6

1:~:a:pn

M::rda;y, M:Jy 10
'I\Je9:)qy, M:Jy 11
M::rda;y, M:Jy 10
Friday, M:Jy 7
'I\Je9:)qy, M:iy 11
t-trnay, M:Iy 10
~e:rla.y, M:ly 12
t-trnay, M:ly 10
M::rda;y, M:Iy 10
YaJre:rlay, M:ly 12
Friday, M:Jy 7

9:00:m-12:<rpn
1:~:<rpn

9: <XBn-12: <rpn
9:00:m-12:<rpn
9:<XBn-12:<rpn
1 :«pn-4:a:pn
9: <Xan-12:a:pn
9:<XBn-12:<rpn
1 :«pn-4: <:q:m
9: 00:m-12: <rpn

Prahler
Pfahler
Ffahler
Ffahler

Ffah1er
Piahler
Ffah1er
Ffah1er
Pfahler
Ffah1er
Ffah1er

Hall
IBll
IBll
H:ill
H:ill
Hall
Hall
Hall
H:ill
Hall
Hall
H:ill

100
100
119
1m

211
1m
1m
1m
211
205

205

1:~:cx:pn

Ffah1er

1:~:<rpn

F. Y. Olin Hall 107

2(XJ3

- - Classics - -

aAS 321A

Classics: EPic

YIQ<ERgJAM

C5
C5

2n

Carplter Sci II

374

Prcgur.g~

M:rda¥,M:Jy10

.- CaIp.1ter SciexE - -

JES:UP, P.
lWE.GAN5,

fuxJa;y, M:Iy 10
linJay,M:ly10

9:00:m-12:a:pn
9:00:m-12:~

Ffahler Hall 100
Ffahler Hall 013

- - camurlcatim Stu:ti.es & 'llieatJ:e - cgr
cgr
cgr
cgr
cgr

csr

cgr
cgr
cgr
cgr
cgr

105 A
105 B
1a5 C
110 A

llOB
2!J.:M
2D1 A
2D1 B
210

2/.IJ
247

csr 2n
cgr

364-

M:Iss Media & So
M:Iss Media & So
M:Iss Media & So
Interpersaal
InterpetSCIal
O:mn~

l\iiI.ic Speak:irg
Public Speak:irg
VideD Prod I
VideD Prod II
Jrumal.:isn IT
ktiIg
PUb <lmn0ImE

E2lo1ARE, L

m/N),K.
m/N),K.

BARA1Z, s.
BARA1Z, s.
CllEARFF,
CIJ..r.&K;,
CIJ..r.&K;,

MII.l.ER, J.
MII.l.ER, J.
EIlo1AlU), L
HEN«, J.
EIlo1AlU), L

'I\Je9:)qy, M:Jy 11
Friday, M:Jy 7
'I\Je9:)qy, M:Jy 11
Friday, M:Iy 7
'I\Je9:)qy, M:Jy 11
'I\Je9:)qy, M:Iy 11
fuxJa;y, M:Iy 10
'I\Je9:)qy, M:Iy 11
'D"J.m:day, M:Iy 13
Mniay, M:Iy 10
'I\Je9:)qy, M:Iy 11
~, M:ly12
Friday, M:Iy 7

1:cq:m..4:a:pn
1:cq:m..4:a:pn
1:cq:m..4:a:pn
9:00:m-12:a:pn
9:00:m-12:a:pn
9:00:m-12:a:pn
9:00:m-12:a:pn
1:~:a:pn

.9:00:m-12:a:pn
1:cq:m..4:a:pn
9:00:m-12:a:pn
1:cq:m..4:<rpn
1:~:a:pn

F. Y. Olin Hall 107
F. Y. Olin Hall 100
F. Y. Olin Hall 100
Ri tter Calter 210
Ri tter Calter 210
Ri tter Calter ~
Ri tter Calter 210
Ri tter Calter :!to
Ri tter Calter 1.13B
Ri tter Calter 1.13B
F. Y. Olin Hall 004
Ritter Calter arz
F. Y. Olin Hall 107
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- - Fast Asial Stu:iies - -

FAS

29D

\bIEn in China

CUH<, H.

Friday, M3y 7

1:<X4m-4:~

F. V. Olin Hill.

:n>

- - Fanmics & Jhc:rlress Mninistrati<n - EI'BA
EI'BA
EI'BA
ErBA
ErBA
ErBA
ErBA
ErBA
ErBA
ErBA
ErnA
ErBA
HFA
HFA
HFA
HFA
HFA

100
100
105
105

ax.

A
B
A
B

al)

21B
251 A
251 B
252
3)1

:Jm

n

3)7

Intro to Fan
Intro to Fan

RANlML, K
RANlUL, K

~Acct

~,B.

Finarcial Acct
Int Fin Acct II
ttuegerial Acct
U:DBgeIBlt
Micro Themy
Micro Themy
M:Icro 'nulry
Acct Pa1:tIe:S1
Research t1:!tlxxl

HAmUS, c.
lnlERS, B.
IIAHUS, c.
IHIIl.JPS,
K:l..ElflAN,
K:l..ElflAN,
O'l'EIlL, H

Col:p~

SAlAVlTABA
IHIIl.JPS,
K:l..ElflAN,
IHIIl.JPS,
K:l..ElflAN,

M:u:ketirg
Tq:>ics in Fan
1bs Strategy
&a1&Public R>l

333
41CY
42JJJ

lo1edne9:Ja;y, M3y 12
M:niay, M3y 10
'l\Jesiay, M3y 11
Friday, M3y 7
~,M3y6

'l\Jesiay, M:\Y 11
'l\Jesiay, M:\Y 11
M:niay ~ M3y 10
'l\Jesiay, M3y 11
lirl~, M3y 12
Friday, M3y 7
Friday, M3y 7
'l\Jesiay, M3y 11
Friday-, M3y 7
'l\Jesiay, M3y 11
~, M:J;y 12
'l\Jesiay, M3y 11

~,B.

O'l'EIlL, H

1:~:<X4m
1:~:<X4m
1:~:<X4m
1:~:<X4m
1:~:<X4m
1:~:<X4m

9:00:m-12:<X4m
9:00:m-12:a:pn
1:~:a:pn
1:~:a:pn
1:~:a:pn

9:00:m-12:a:pn
1:~:<X4m
1:~:<X4m

9: 00:m-12: <X4m
9: 00:m-12: <X4m
9:00:m-12:<X4m

Prahler ISl.l 119
Balterger ftill
Pfahler ftill 001
BaIh:!Lger Hill. 2fJ)
F. V. Olin Hall 100
Bcnterger Hill. 2fJ)

an

BaJterger Hill.

2fJ)

Bath:!Lger Hall 100
Balterger Hill. 100
Batterger Hill. 2fJ)
P£ah1er Hill. 001
Bath::tger ISl.l 100
F. V. Olin Hill. 103
Balietger Hill. 1(»
Balterger Hill. 1(»
Baibetger Hill. 2fJ)
Bcnbager Hill. 1(»

- - Edrati<n - EUr:;

2m A

me- 2m
EUr:;

B

344

Intro to ~
Intro to~
Fo.n:l of FdJc

JANIS, B.

FURIO, M.
JANIS, B.

Friday, M3y 7
M:n:lay, M3y 10

9:00:m-12:<X4m
1:a:pn.4:<X4m

~,M3y12

1:~:<X4m

'l\Jesiay, M:J;y 11
'l\Jesiay, tBy 11
'l\Jesiay, M:J;y 11
M:n:Jay, l'S.Y 10
'l\Jesiay, tBy 11
Friday, l'S.Y 7
Friday, l'S.Y 7
Friday, l'S.Y 7
lo1edne9:Ja;y, l'S.Y 12
lo1edne9:Ja;y, l'S.Y 12
lttrlay, l'S.Y 10
lirl~, l'S.Y 12
~, M:J;y 10
Friday, ~ 7

9:~U;:<X4m

YEd~, ~12
'l\Jesiay, ~ 11

9:~12:~

'l\Jesiay, tBy 11
'l\Jesiay, tBy 11
~, l'S.Y6
~, l'S.Y6
Friday, l'S.Y 7
~,l'S.Y 13
'l\Jesiay, tBy 11
M:n:Jay, tBy 10
M::n:1ay, tBy 10
YEd~, tBy 12

9:<p:m-~:~

Bcnterger Hill 100
F. V. Olin Hill. <XB
Balterger Hall

an

-~-

100
100
100
100
100
100
EN;[. 100
EN;[. 100
ErG. 100
El'G:.. 100
ErG. 100

EN1.,

ErG.
ErG.
ErG.
ErG.
ErG.

A
B
C
0
E
F
G
H
I

J
K

ElG.. al)

ErG. 20)
ErG. 2(B
EN;[. '2f:E
EN;[. 214
ErG. 216
EN;[. 217
EN;[.

22)

ErG. 221V
EN;[. 222

EtG..'

3)2

El'U. 310
El'U. 321A
ErG.. 335
ErG.. 339

First-Yesr Ccnp
First-Yesr Ccnp
First-Yesr Ccnp
First-Yesr Ccnp
First-Yesr Ccnp
First-Yesr Ccnp
First-Yesr Ccnp
F'irst-Yesr Ccnp
First-Yesr Ccnp
F'irst-Yesr Ccnp
F'irst-Yesr Ccnp
Ficti<n Wri tUg
!betty Wri tirg
Mv~tm:y

Vis !betty vtg
~tics

17&18 C ag Lit
19th c. ag Lit
20th c. 1lm Lit
Li t en tic:isn
African 1lm Lit
Mv O:ee.t Writ
SEIkespeme
Classics: EPic
20th c. IXaiB.
Bri tiSl N:Jvel

KEllEY, M.
HEMEHIIL,
SIHN, P.
a:MAN, J.
PEI<l<EIEN,
KEITA, N.
U<lmNS,
BA1ES, N.
BA1ES, N.
IGl)lltfil.
IGl)lltfil.
~,J

KEITA, N.
IH1mR, L
a:MAN, J.
I.JINAR:N:),

l'H<E<EIliN,
IXlE, c.
s:lRE:ER,
KEllEY, M.
s:lRE:ER,
~,J

IE:'ATIR, L
VIOOR:HAM
s:lRE:ER,
IXlE, c.
- - &erci.se &

ESS
ESS
ESS
ESS
ESS
ESS
ESS
ESS
ESS
ESS
ESS
ESS
ESS

~
~

100 A
100 B
278
334
352
355
363
365
?HJJ
?HJJ B
hh4
lt85

YellIF'it
YellIF'it
care & Prevent
N.1triti<n

486

EbmIacolcgy

EX ~ol.c&Y

t1:!th TESCh HPE
OfficiatUg
IhilJPrin Cooch
~ Psych
S(x:>rt Psych
Mapterl FE
Pa~

llESXEF,
llESXEF,
\IUGII',K.
CHI..AD, P.
lo1AilG.M, T
EtrnIKM,
OOYD, A.
'IlIMAS, B.
OOYD, A.
BJID, A.
llESXEF,
lo1AilG.M, T
lo1AilG.M, T

~

9:chm-12:~
9:00:m-12:~

9: <Xan-12: O¥t
1:cAm-4:~
1:<Am-4:~
1:<Itm-4:~
9:Ql:m-~:~
1:<Am-4:~
1:<I4m-4:~
1:<Am-4:~
1:~:~
1:~:(Q;:m

1:CQm-4:0Cpn
9:~12:~

9:=:~
1: ;
;<:q:m
1:a:pn-4:<:q:m
1:~~<:q:m

9:<nm-~:~
1:<;Q;m-4;<:q:m
1:&pn-4:<:q:m
1:~~<:q:m

1:~~<:q:m

F ~ V.
F1 v.
F, V.
F i V.
F~ V.
F~ V.
F~ V.
F;. V.
Fl V.
F~ V.
F~ V.
F~ V.
F.. V.
F'~ V.
F. V.
Flo V.
F. V.
F~ V.
~. V.
F. V.
F1. V.
F. V.
Fj. V.
F. V.
F. V.
~. V.

olin Hall 317
olin Hall. 101
Olin H:iliL 217
Olin Ha1Il. 3)3

oim H:iI). :m
~~ &ljl103
o.· Hall10l
oUn &l:l 10l

olin H:ill. 10l
oim Iall201

Olin HaU 103
Olin Hill. D2
Olin fSll 317

olin Hall :m

Olin Hill. Xl)
Olin Ball 201
Olin Hail :m
olin Hall. 102
olin Hill 201
Olin Hall In
Olin Hall D2
olin Hill. In
~~:ti In
107

0. .

Olin Hall 201

¢in lilP-

:m

Sciax:e - -

Friday, l'S.Y 7
'l\Jesiay, l'S.Y 11
~,l'S.Y 13
l«rl~, l'S.Y 12
Friday, ~ 7
'l\Jesiay, fotIy 11
lo1edne9:Ja;y, ~ 12
\lErl~, tBy 12
l-t.niay, l'S.Y 10
'I\Es::Jay, l'S.Y 11

1:~~

1:~:~
1:<XPn-4:<:q:m
l:~i~

9:00:m-12:<:q:m

Qelfferiich liill all
He:l.ffedch IBU all
Iiilifecich Hall all
HelffeI:tich ISll 211
Hel.fferlch Hill 211

l:~rcxpn

!e~~~ter:
all
~ ch IBh
an

l:~:cxpn

Helfferich
Iiel£feclch
Iiel.ffedch
~l £ter?ch
Helfferich
He1£ferlch

1:

'CX\:m

9:<nm-12:cxpn
1:~:CX\:m

~,tBy6

l:~F<:q:m

'I\Es::Jay, ~ 11
~, K1;y6

1:cqm..4:CX\:m
1:~~CX\:m

H3ll all
f8U 211
Hall 201
$ 211
Hall 211
I8lJ. all
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- - French - FREN 252
FREN 4fIJJ

l.e M:n:Je frarXX>
Seminar Fr II t

I..ll:AS, A.
NJJll£l<, F.

~y, May 12
fotIrlay, May 10

1:a:pn....4:~
1:a:pn....4:~

F. Y. Olin Hall 3)5
F. Y. Olin Hall 217

Friday, May 7
'nursjay, May 13
'nursjay, May 13
'l\e:rlay, May 11
\lecke;day, May 12

1:0C\m-4:Cl:pn
l:0C\m-4:ocpn
1:0C\m-4:Cl:pn
9:<X.Bn-12:Cl:pn
1:a:pn....4:Cl:pn

F. Y. Olin I2ll 1m
F. Y. Olin I2ll 101
BalbageL Hall 10}
F. Y. Olin Hall 003
l-tfrin llbrcny 317

'nursjay, M:Iy 13

l:a:pn....4:ocpn

BalbageL Hall 2fE

Friday, M:Iy 7
Friday, M:Iy 7
'l\e:rlay, M:Iy 11
fotIrlay, May 10
fotIrlay, May 10
'nursjay, May 13
'l\e:rlay, May 11
Friday, May 7
Friday, May 7
fotIrlay, May 10
\1Erl:e;day, May 12

l:a:pn....4:ocpn
l:a:pn....4:ocpn
9: <X.Bn-12:Cl:pn
l:a:pn....4:ocpn
1:a:pn....4:Cl:pn
9:<D:m--12:ocpn
9:<D:m--12:ocpn
9:<X.Bn-12:ocpn
l:a:pn....4:ocpn
9:<D:m--12:Cl:pn
1:~:Cl:pn

F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.

9: <D:m--12: ocpn
9:<D:m--12:ocpn

F. Y. Olin Hall 101
BulLet:ger: Hall 100

l:~:ocpn
l:~:ocpn
1:~:Cl:pn

F. Y. Olin Hall 103
F. Y. Olin Hall D3
BulbageL Hall 2(X)

1:~:Cl:pn

--Gemen-GR
GR
GR
GR
GR

102
112
202
252
313

Elan Ger II
Intecn Ger II
Ccnv & Carp
CcnteIp Ger IIt
Ger Stu:ties II t

I.IJr1t:HER,
~,R

'II£l..EN, L.

'IHEl.EN, L.
'lliEl..EN, L.
--Greek--

GK

102

ElaJaltal:y Grk

'WI<l<ER9W1

- - HistOIY - HISr 102 A

m:.sr 102 B

~\k)rld

KIN:;,

~\k)rld

IXlLHlY, R
aJa<, H.
HEMPHIIL,

HISr 102 C

~\k)rld

102 E

~lbrld
Histori~
Histori~

m:.sr
m:.sr
m:.sr
m:.sr
m:.sr
msr

2fnl
2fnl B
2D7

221

DE

HISr D5

m:.sr 328

Glotal CentuIy
Intto 11m Hist
\knEn in Orilla
Ideas & I.dealcg
\knEnIPner Hist

R.

~,

~,

r:x:xnnY, R
AKIN, Y.
ala(, H.
KIN:;, R.

HEMPHIIL,

Y.
v.
V.
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
V.
Y.
Y.
Y.

Olin Hall nL
Olin Hall 201
Olin Hall nL
Olin Hall nL
Olin Hall 3)5
Olin Hall-3)5
Olin Hall 103
Olin Hall m
Olin Hall 3)5
Olin Hall 3)5
Olin Hall 3)1

- - Interdivisi<Dal Stu:ties - ll6
ll6
ll6
ll6
ll6

101
102 A
102 B
102 C
3'1)

lbrld
lbrld
lbrld
lbrld

amm

llt I
IIt II
llt II
II t II
Sexu:ili ty

~J

HEmY, J.

KEITA, N.
I:EO\nR, L
EN;L/N), E

fotIrlay,May10
Friday, May 7
\lecke;day, May 12
fotIrlay,May10
Friday, May 7

- - Jap:Inese - JAIN 102
JAIN 112

Elan Japl II
PiN Elan Jp1 II

NrSfiO, S.
NISIIO, S.

'nursjay, May 13
fotIrlay, May 10

9:<D:m--12:Cl:pn

F. Y. Olin Hall D3
F. Y. Olin Hall 317

'nursjay, May 6
fotIrlay, May 10

1:a:pn....4:Cl:pn
9:<D:m--12 :ocpn

l-tfrin llbrcny 317

--latin-l.AT
l.AT

102
202

ElaJaltal:y lat

Fare

YICI<ER:HAM
'WI<l<ER9W1

F. Y. Olin Hall 101

- - Mithamtics - 100
MAnI- la>
MA1H 100
MA1H

MA1H
WillI
MA1H
MA1H
MA1H
MA1H
MA1H
MA1H
MA1H

111
112 A
112 B
211
214
23fJJ

2410 A
2410 B
2410 C
MA1H 24100
MA1H 2A2
MA1H 312
MA1H 322
MA1H 335
MA1H 342

Mith llb Arts
calc for FcBA
calc wlFeV'iewII
calol1us I
calojlus IT
calC1Jlus IT
M.i1..tivar calc
Di~

Discrete M:lth
Statistics I
Statistics I
Statistics I
Statistics I
Statistics IT
Amlysis I I
GecJJetty
Abstract A1g I
M:lth Statistics

~,

l'ESlEN, J.

Friday, May 7
fotIrlay,May10
'l\e:rlay, May 11

ICNAS:lJ, I

tt:may,

TInEL, L.
'IIfiEL, L.
9Ill<, J.
ICNAS:lJ, I
IW:E.GAN5,
lIESlEN, J.
lIESlEN, J.
aI..EMAN, R
<II.EMAN', R
JESSP, P.
n::NASlJ, I
TInEL, L.
9Ill<, J.
CXI»fAN, R

'l\e:rlay, May 11
tt:may, May 10
Friday, May 7
'nursjay, May 13
'I\EsJay, May 11
'nursjay, May 6
tt:may, May 10
tt:may, May 10
'I\EsJay, May 11
FrieJaty, May 7
'I\EsJay, May 11
tt:may, May 10
Friday, May 7
Friday, May 7

YAlT, R.

May 10

1:~:ocpn

9:<Xan-12:Cl:pn
1:a:pn....4:~

9:<Xan-12:~
1:<Xpn-4:~
9:<Xan-12:~

1 :<Xpn-4:cx:pn
1:<Xpn-4:~

1 :<Xpn-4:cx:pn
1:<Xpn-4:~
9:<Xan-12:~
9:<Xan-12:~

1:<Xpn-4:<:q:m
1: <Xpn-4: <:q:m
9: <Xan-12: <:q:m
1:<Xpn-4:<:q:m
9:<Xan-12:<:q:m
1:<Xpn-4:<:q:m

--H.Jsic--

KE
KE
KlS

104
202
222

E.Vol of Jazz
Baroque/Classic
~

OWID, N.
FRENlI, J.
DAVID, N.

Yednes:iay, May 12
~, May 12
'l\e:rlay, May 11

9:<Xan-12:<:q:m
1: CQ:m-4: <:q:m
9: <Xan-12: <:q:m

Pfahler Hall 100
Helfferich Hall 202
Pfahler Hall 013
Pfahler Hall 001
F. Y. Olin Hall 003
F. Y. Ol:in Hall 003
Pfahler Hall 103
Pfahler Hall 103
Pfahler Hall 103
Batberger Hall 10)
Batberger Hall 10)
Pfahler Hall l.(JJ
Pfahler Hall 10}
Pfahler Hill. 100
Pfahler Hill. 10}
Pfahler Hall 10}
Ffahl.I&' Hill. 013
Pfahler Hill. 013
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FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE

- - ~ ani &ligi.m - FmL
FmL
FmL
HDL
FmL
FmL
HDL
FmL
FmL

1al A
lCYl B
lCYl C

1al 0
1al E
215
223

:m

n:x;

H:irxl, Sci & ~
H:irxl, Sci & ~
H:irxl, Sci & ~
H:irxl, Sci & ~
H:irxl, Sci & ~
N:w TestaIEnt
Oristial:ielTrd
Ihil of Rel
fIeJ.liBaI¢ness

~,~10
~,~1O

HAR:KAN, K
0ElZ, S.
Olm, E.
OEEN, E.
GIl.IFA, E.
HAR:KAN, K
HAR:KAN, K
0ElZ, s.
0ElZ, S.

~a:s:liq, ~

12

~,~1O
'I\.Jes:ia;y, ~ 11

'I\.Jes:ia;y, ~ 11
Friday, ~ 7
'I\.Jes:ia;y, ~ 11
Friday, ~ 7

9:cx:&n-12:~
9:<nm-12:~
1:CIpn-4:~
1:CIpn-4:~

F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.

9:cx:&n-12:<X4m
1:CIpn-4:~
1:CIpn-4:~
1:CIpn-4:~

1:CIpn-4:<X4m

Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.

Olin Hill. lffi
Olin Hill. 107
Olin Hall 107
Olin Hall 102
Olin Hall 107
Olin Hall an
Olin Hall a::6
Olin Hill. CO)
Olin Hill. CXB

- - Ibysics - mYS
mYS
mYS
mYS
mYS
mYS
mYS
mYS

Intro Ast:ra'mfi

1010
112
2m
410
1010
112
2m
410

G:n Ibysics II
Ciro..rl.ts

Mechmics II
Intro Ast:ra'mfi
G:n Ftv.;ics II
Ci.rcui.ts

MeclEni.cs II

NtGY, D.
TIlKATS, M.
CElUrr;T,
CElUrr;r,
NtGY, D.
TAKATS, M.
CElntx:T,
CEnrr;r,

'I\.Jes:ia;y, M:1y 11
Friday, ~ 7
'I\.Jes:ia;y, ~ 11
M:n:iay, M:1y 10
'I\.Jes:ia;y, M:1y 11
Friday, M3y 7
'I\.Jes:ia;y, M3y 11
M:n:iay, M:1y 10

Pt:ahler Hill. 1.(B
Pt:ahler Hall 1.(B
P£ahler Hall 2100
Pfahler Hall 119
Pt:ahler Hall 1CB
P£ahler Hall 1.(B
P£ahler Hall 21CD
P£ahler Hall 119

9:cx:&n-12:<X4m
1:CIpn-4:<X4m
1:cq:m....4:<:X:pn
9:~12:~
9:~12:<:X:pn

l:cq:m....4:CXlm
1 :cq:m....4:CXlm
9:~12:CXlm

- - Poll tics - RL
roL

ru..
RL
roL
roL
roL
RL
RJL

100
100
218
218
237
237
252
252
39'.D

A
B

A
B

A
B

A
B

RL
RL

3m

RlL
RL

39}I

Poll tics
Poll tics
hIerican
hIerican

& GJvt
& GJvt

GJvt
GJvt

3m

O\Y, D.
FTlZPA1R[C
FTlZPA1R[C

PoI~
PoI~

~,P.

Intn'l Poll tics
Intn'l Politics
Pol Fast Asia

BERRY, N.
BERRY, N.
IIXD, s.

latin Am:rica
Vietmn War
Face & fuli tics
9JpraJE CbJrt

3~

~,H.

~,P.

KR£, H.

IIXD,

s.

00, D.

FTl'ZPA1RIC

'I\.Jes:ia;y, M3y 11
M:rxJay, M:1y 10
'I\.Jes:ia;y, M:1y 11
'I\.Jes:ia;y, M:1y 11
M:rxJay, M3y 10
'I\.Jes:ia;y, M3y 11
WOOrleS1ay, M:1y 12
M:rxJay, ~ 10
M:rxJay,M3ylO

l1nIay, t-By 10
Friday, t-By 7
1b.JrOOay, t1ty 13
~, t-By12

1 :(4m-4:CXlm
1 :cq:m....4:CXlm
l:cq:m....4:cxtm
9:~12:~
9:~12:~
1:CIpn-4:~

l:cq:m....4:cxtm
1: cq:m....4: cxtm
9:~12:~

1:a:pn.4:~
1:a:pn.4:~
9:CXSn-12:~

1:a:pn.4:0C\m

-~Intr~

PSYC 100
PSYC 110

Resa3rch Metb:x:l
~tal~

PSYC 21(l1
PSYC 2fi)

Mltl mth-Alrt>
FdLratiaal Ps.y
SEnsatim & Per
Cqgri. tive Ps.y

PSYC 2h5
PSYC 320
PSYC 3D

Orl.ld~
Social 'Psydl .

PSYC 345
PSYC 4lIJ
PSYC LBJ

~th:ili:gy

srAFF
FIG), G.
RIIEl.Jl', B
<lWfi..ISS,
KMAIIN, M
RIIIDJI', B
FIG), G.
RUJRJ, E
RIClIARB:N
0JAM3I.ISS,

'l\Es:1ay, ~ 11
'l\Es:1ay, M:1y 11
ttmay, toBy 10
Friday, toBy 7
YeO:£!Sday, toBy 12
'Jhn:sjay, toBy 13
ttmay, toBy 10
'l\Es:1ay, toBy 11
ttmay, toBy 10,
'l\Es:1ay, toBy 11

9:00:m-12:,~

l:~:~

1:<X\m-4:~
1:<X!Pn-4:~
1:a:pn-4:~
9:<XiBn-12~~
9:00:m-12:~

1:~:<Am

1:<4m-4:<X.pn
l:a:pn--4:CIpn

Hill. 324
Hall 319
Hill. 319
Hill. 323
Ball 319
Hill. 319
nxnas Hill. 319
aa.Lerger Hill. ax:>
P£ahler Hill. 119
'Ilx:nas Hill. 323

'Ilx:nas
'Ilx:nas
'Ilx:nas
'Ilx:nas
'Ilx:nas
'Ilx:nas

- - Sociciligy - -

g:c
g:c
g:c
g:c

100
100 B
263
295

Intro to
Intro to

~

MACBAIX>, 0

~

ISAlCS,

Gen:1eriAneridan
~

of Medicine

s.

CHJ.ER, R.
MtaWX>, D

~ 13
~, toBy~

9: dl:m-12: CIpn

'l\Es:1ay, M:Iy 11
M:may, ~ 10

1:~:~
1:<X\m-4:~

'Jhn:sjay, toBy 6

9:d:an-12!~

~,~6
~, toBy 6
~, toBy 6
~, toBy 6
~, toBy 6

9:00:m-12:~
9:~12;~
9:00:m-12:~
9:00:m-12:~

~, toBy

9:CXl:m-12:~

'Jhn:sjay,

9:00:m-12:~

F.
F.
F.
F.

Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.

Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin

Ball
Hill.
Hill.
Hill.

F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.

Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.

Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin

Hill. lui
Hill. lui
Hill. lui
Hill. lui
Hill. lui
Hill. lui
Hill. lui
Hill. '}ffi
Hill. 217
Hill. :In
Hill. 1(B
Hill. CXB
Hill. an

107
3D
102
101

-S(:eniSt-

SPIlN
SPIlN
SPIlN
SPIlN
SPIlN
SPIlN
SPIlN
SPIlN
SPIlN
SPIlN
SPIlN
SPIlN
SPIlN

1al B
1al 0
1al E

Elan~ IT :

Elan

~IT

REIOI, G.
REI:Cll, G.

Elan~IT ,

PIlR<ER, R.

112 B
112 C

Intenn ~ IT
Intenn, Sp:n IT
Intenn' Spm IT

HIEL, C.
HARlIN, M.
HIEL, C.

118

~mthProf

Qm&&xn~

PIlR<ER, R.
CJHR:N, D
IE PPJNA,
S?AVER, P.
S?AVER, P.
IE /IPJINA,

Cervantes

~,D

112 A

an

all A
2CQ

252
318
LlJN

B

Qnv &' Catt>
Hisp Lit & Ollt
Hisp Lit & Ollt
&n:v lat Pm II t

6

9:00:m-12:atm

'Jhn:sjay, toBy 13

1:<X\m-4:~

tt:may, M:Iy 10

9:CXl:m-12:atm

~, M:ly13

'Jhn:sjay, M:Iy 13

1:~:~
1:Cl4m-4:~
1:~:~

~,

9:CXl:m-12:CX4m

lrA:rl: e:rliy, M:J;y 12
M:Iy 13
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CALENDAR
Orange Crush - 80s Band
8p.m. WLL

_ _ _. . . . . . . . Literary Society
8:30 p.m. Java Trench
Senior Exit Interviews
11 a.m. Olin 009
UCF
8:30 p.m. WPL
Faculty Meeting

Senior Exit Interviews

Minorities Senior Recognition Banquet

4 p.m. Olin 009

6p.m. WLL

CAB
6p.m. WLL

SATURDAY

USGA

12 p.m. Olin Aud.

7 p.m. WLL

IR Club

UC Blue Skies

12: 30 p.m. Bomberger 106

7 p.m. WPL

Dance Performance

Spring Fling - Paisley Beach
Casino Night

Film Society: "The
Graduate"

7 p.m. WLL

3 p.m. Helfferich 201

Mass
4 p.m. Olin Aud.

Student-Athlete Photos
5:30 p.m. WPL

Athletic Awards Dessert
7p.m. WLL

Kaplan Learning Center
10 a.m. Wismer Lobby A

Senior Exit Interviews

Vendor: TNT CDs

4 p.m. Olin 009

10 a.m. Olin Plaza

French Table

Vendor: Jem Craft

5:30 p.m. WPL

5 p.m. Faculty Dining Room

10 a.m. Olin Plaza

Visual Poetry Exhibition

Spanish Table

Senior Exit Interviews

5:3Op.m.Faculty Dining
Room

11 a.m. Olin 009

Zap Attack Laser Tag

Student Pay Day
Lantern Reading

Japanese Table

2 - 8 p.m. Paisley Beach

4 p.m. Olin Aud.

5 :30p.m.Fac. Dining Room

Faculty Publication
Celebration

Tour Guide Meeting

Student Jazz Composers &
Heefner Organ Recital - Paul
Arrangers Concert
Jacobs

5 p.m. WPL

4 p.m. Bomberger Aud.

UCF Worship Practice
6 p.m. Olin 104

UCF

7 p.m. Olin Aud.

SUNDAY
Ecumenical Service
11 a.m. Bomberger Aud.

Senior Will Down
1-4 p.m. WPL

4 p.m. Berman Museum,
Upper Gallery

GPC

7 p.m. 200 E. Ninth Avenue

Drag QueenlKing Contest
7p.m WLL

8 p.m. Bomberger Aud.

UCF
9 p.m. WPL

6:30 p.m. WPL

If You Thinl< You Can't Get A Credit Card, Think Again.
Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits

up to $10,000 within days!

No Parent Signer. No Seculity Deposit.
No Credit? No Job? No Income? Guaranteed Approval.

Guaranteed $10,000 In Credit!

WANT VISA & MASTERCARD CREDIT CARDS?

Name ____________________~_______
Address ______~_________________________________________
City _______________________________

State _ _ _ Zip _______

Signature _ ._

GUARANTEED APPROVAL

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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Church on Film

Lou's Movie Reviews

Cookie's Fortune & Pushing Tin
Jeff Church

Lou Nemphos
A&EEditor

than a bad perm as Ted and Allegra are
given aliases for their mission and thrown
into a whirlwind of espionage and double
crosses. It's almost like one of those
Pick-Y our-Own-Path books that you read
in the 6th grade. Ted keeps questioning
the notion of the game, wondering why a
virtual life is necessary while Allegra's
obsession with eXistenZ and disconnection with the real world is heightened. She
tells Ted when referring to the real world,
"Look around, there's nothing happening
here. It's boring."
The message is loud and clear though.
In the near future our society could end up .
like this. Where we are so detached,
where we no longer care about the real
world, but would rather live in the fantasy
world that can be provided through artificial stimulation i.e. the internet, virtual
reality. "Death to realism," one ofthe last
lines in the film sums it up succinctly.
Now I want everyone to get up, come
on stretch those legs, from their dorm
room or class room or away from their
computer where they are reading this and
go outside and enjoy the sun, the air, and
the real world, because at the rate we are
headed, it might not be around for long.
The only real knock I have about
eXistenZ is the inability to connect with
the characters, especially Allegra because
she is rote, almost like a character in one
of her games. Other than that, eXistenZ
is a mind bending wild ride into the grim
future.

eXistenZ: eXistenZ is a insightful and
frightening look into the near future
dealing with the fine line between fantasy and reality.
Jennifer Jason Leigh stars as Allegra
Gellar, theworld'sgreatestvirtualreality game designer. And this isn't the
virtual reality as we know it where you
put a helmet on and you ski down a
mountain or ride on a roller coaster no,
no this is much different. Metaflesh
game pods (picture a bigjello-mold of
rubbery flesh) made out of the repro. ductive organs of amphibians are
plugged into bio ports (bio ports are
holes which act as pseudo-outlets which
are located in the base of your spine).
The game is run by the body's energy.
If you think this is weird I won't even
begin to tell you about the gun made out
of the carcasses of reptiles that shoots
human teeth. It's science fiction, it's
David Cronenberg (The FLy, Naked
Lunch, Crash), and it's weird.
At a test launch of eXistenZ an attempt on Allegra's life leads her and
her nerdy P. R. man Ted Pikul (Jude
Law) to flee and retreat into hiding.
They hole up at an abandoned ski lodge,
where Allegra tells Ted, "nobody actually physically skis anymore." They
begin to play eXistenZ and blur the fine
line between what's reality and what's
just the game.
The movie has more twists and turns RATING (out of 4 stars)

***

The Ursinus Film Society Proudly Presents

Dustin Hoffman in The
Just in time for graduation--Here's

to

Graduate

you, Mrs. Robinson ..

A&EEditor

Cookie 's Fortune
Cookie 's Fortune is set in the heart of
the Mississippi valley, with soulful, rhythmic blues playing underneath the beautifully constructed plot.
The film opens by following the dnmken,
lumbering Willis (Charles S. Duttonremember him from Roc?) around town,
introducing the characters to us. The
film's point-of-attack centers on Cookie
Orcutt (Patricia Neal), who, in one way or
another, is related to just about everyone
in the town.
Cookie ends up dead, and the police
plod around looking for the answers to the
supposed murder with little success for
most ofthe film.
However, the film's beauty comes from
its subplots. The characters are drawn so
well by screenwriter Anne Rapp and
given life by director Robert Altman. The
manipulative, prideful Camille Dixon
(Glenn Close) directs a ridiculous play (by
"Oscar Wilde and Camille Dixon") with
her sister Cora (Julianne Moore) as the
lead and the dimwittedlason Brown (Chris
O'Donnell) as a Roman soldier.
This play-within-the-film parallels the
overall theme ofdeceit, insanity, and pride.
Altman augments the theme with many
memorable shots, including the final scene
in which Glenn Close is captured behind
bars, struggling, delivering a breathtaking
monologue while the camera pans up,
up-- a La Hitchcock-in order to fully
capture the suffocating character of
Camille Dixon.
The actors give stunning performances,
especially Glenn Close and Charles S.
Dutton. There's just something about the
bluegrass accent that Dutton uses that
gives you the easy, comforting, nostalgic
sensation of a simple life in a simple town
with simple people. Altman shows that
even in this town where the police and the
inmates play Scrabble, complexity and
idiosyncrasies always pop up.
The magic of Cookie's Fortune, though,
comes how these characters we know so
well and identify with solve the complex
situations in their own simple way.
RATING: (out of 4 stars) ***112

Kosovo Panel Discussion
Tuesday, April 27 @ 7:00pm
Pfahler Auditorium
Bring a whole bag of opinions
withyou

Pushing Tin
I don't like bashing bad movies like
Pushing Tin, but here goes. Seeing
both Pushing Tin and Cookie's Fortune in one weekend, I was astounded
as to how I could hate a set of characters so much in the former movie but
then admire the characters in the latter
movie.
It all comes down to the screenplay.
First of all, the screenplay was based
on an article by Darcy Frey. An
article? Who bases a feature length
film on an article? What's more, who
bases a feature length film on airtraffic controllers? Hollywood is really
hard up for good screenplays (like
Cookie's Fortune) these days.
Anyway, briefly-Nick Falzone
(John Cusack) is the best air-traffic
controller, until, ofcourse, his competition Russell Bell (Billy Bob Thornton)
comes along. They butt heads, testosterone flies, and Nick ends up sleeping with Russell's wife. Woops! Revealed that to you (don't worry-you
won't care when it comes along, either)
The characters are egoistic, arrogant-especially Nick. That would be
okay, if the characters would change
for the better-butthey don't. I didn't
care one lick that Connie Falzone (Cate
Blanchett) left Nick. I didn't care
about Russell or Mary (Angelina Jolie)
Bell.
The worst part of this is-I like the
cast-Cusack is great, Thornton has
created amazing roles (see A Simple
Plan), Blanchett was seamless as
Elizabeth. However-Thornton was
on screen for about one-halfof the film
but had about seven lines, which were
all filled with sentimental or confusing
jibberishaboutEastem philosophy. Jolie
begins well but strangely disappears
completely after the first twenty minutes. Blanchett was mediocre but the
director Mike Newell marginalized her.
Cusack just looked tired.
I'm not sure what director Newell
was trying to do with this movie, because it sure wasn't a romantic comedy. It was comedic-there were
some glimmers of hope in some ofthe
lines-but it was not romantic. The
couples spend ninety nine percent of
the film deceiving and doubting each
other, and Newell fails miserably to
salvage the romance with an overlysentimental, ridiculous anti-climax.
RATING: (out of 4 stars) *
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Restaurant Review - The perk:

Student art exhibit opens, prizes awarded

A

Taste of History

Jamie Chambers
Walt Dull
StajJWriter

The annual Ursinus College
Art Show will be display in the
Bennan Museum from now
until May 5. The art show
showcases the talents ofU.C.
students with exhibits ranging
from paintings to movies. The
museum hosted a reception to
celebrate the opening of the
exhibit last Tuesday to a packed
gallery of art lovers. Everyone
had a smile on their face and
something positive to say.
Senior Ryan Hopkins, who has
a video on exhibit in the show,
said he was impressed by the
work of his fellow students.
"I cannot believe that
Ursinus students made these
paintings," he said.
Paintings comprise the majority ofthe works on display in

the museum's Main Gallery. To
the left of the room one can see
a number of faces and figures
captured beautifully in several
different mediums. A variety of
black and white sketches are
mixed with vivid oil paintings;
however, there are not as many
abstr(\ct works as there have
been in previous years. This
show is perfect for first time
Bennan visits, as well as long
afternoons for serious art connoisseurs.
Moving toward the right past
the portraits, visitors come upon
meticulous and insightful still life
paintings. Like the other works
in the show, the stilllifes are also
an eclectic assortment of mediurns and subjects. Also included
in the exhibit are a variety of
landscape paintings, some show-

ing houses and urban settings
while other concentrate on nature.
Several video monitors are
prominently displayed in the
middle of the right wing of the
gallery. Here visitors can view
videos created and produced by
students. Theshortmovies,documentaries, and commercials are
all strung together into one continuousproduction,dubbed "The
Last Show of the Century". Always a hit in the art museum,
these videos had everyone laughing at the fresh perspectives of
college students.
"Its really cool to see this many
people supporting the arts," said
Aaron Hoffman, a student artist.
"Ursinus College is doing what it
can to help liberal arts and the
Bennan museum does a great
job with the art show."

"$tudent arlists awardedpriz.e.s::wer~iiJs.:follo.ws; ... :..::::' :->:

Special to the Grizzly

Being a college student, there
are only a few things to worry
about when choosing a restaurant other than the usual
McDonalds or Bravo, the first
being cost and the second, taste.
With the Collegeville area competing with the King of Prussia
area, it is hard to believe that
there really are some great, affordable restaurants (with a great
bar) in the community.
I decided to start my search
for the perfect "college date"
restaurant at the historic
Perkiomen Bridge Hotel located
directly across from the
Perkiomen Bridge itself. The
hotel is quite unique for several
reasons. First, it has been recognized as "oldest hotel" in the
United States, dating back to
1701. George Washington, of

: course, slept (and ate) there.
PMto~plryC!!shAwar9" ';; ::" "' " fen Zwilli~g ·:.· . . ' " Wi~~ifr~trcii~letl>~chase PriZe ....;; .~·..... t'r.acy Di$a,t)t() :: Second, the building has been
:- p.boiogr-aph.YBook: Award·.... ::.... ,.,.Pete CDrsey and DeoffMIUs: WatercoLur Book Awar'd .;..... :.. :.........:.:.. Kyle KeoYD:fl " . remodeled several times, butthe
. :Di(e.GtQt's (ooice Awacd·... ,., ....,.... PalllGlIidry
. : . Vid¢Qgr~p!).Yand Bd)ti~ Caso Award' .. l.;QU Nemphos . original foundation has never
Drawing BookAward_.;.. _.; .._:~; .. _.. Joiln LKof,9!1
~~ rfJstr!lrne!1~Aw¥d ... ;...... ....... ........ Nate McElhaney b
t h d F ' 11 h
. PopularCll.Oi!;e:Awaid:.... .. :::.;.. ,... Danjeile:Simohin...
.....
... ..
. . . een ouc e . ma y, t ere are
. .
: four separate dining rooms, sixteen hotel rooms upstaIrS (although at the present time only
one is able to be rented), two
bars, and a pennanent guest,
Charlene, the hotel ghost.
Now to the important stuff:
the back bar was pretty packed
when my date and I arrived at
9:00 p.m., but the rest of the
restaurant was moderately
crowded. We learned later that
the reason for the crowd at the
bar was the Thursday night
If it has the word "Ursinus" or the College Seal or the Grizzly Mascot or a UC on it--it's Happy Hour, 9 to 11p.m., with
$1 pints. A very polite hostess
25% offi Clearance items included!
seated
us, and within three minTees, tanks, sweatshirts, mugs, keychains,hats, socks, glassware, magnets, pins, lanyards,
utes, we were welcomed by our
waiter, Abby. He introduced
himself, listed the "specials" of
the evening, and offered us
window stickers ...
drinks and appetizers. We ordered our drinks, a Long Island
ice tea and a chocolate martini,
and proceeded to the entree
menu. We later ordered beer,
due to the low Happy Hour
prices.
For being classified as a "fine
dining" establishment, I was
In addition to our regular hours, we will be open from 9am-5pm on Saturday, May 15 for pleasantly surprised with the
affordability of the items on the
Commencement and Alumni Weekend.
menu. The entrees ranged from

It's The Best Sale of the Year at the Bookstore:

May 1st-15th, Everything "Ursinus" is

25% of11
(Diploma Frames are 10% oft)

everything Ursinus
is on sale!

This sale will not be held again, so get your bargains NOW!

$7.95 tofiletmignon,at$15.95.
While waiting for our salads to
come, we had a chance to take
a look around and truly embellish the uniqueness of the restaurant. We discovered that
the establishment was very well
kept and cleaned, and the employees seemed to be happy.
The bartenders were not only
gorgeous, but very friendly.
Most ofthe guests were equally
as happy. The Perk Bridge
feature live entertainment every Thursday, Friday and Saturday night, and on this particular evening, even the band
seemed to be enjoying themselves.
It took a little more time than
I had expected for us to receive
our salads, but they were worth
the wait. We received huge
dinner salads with the works tomatoes, cucumbers, carrots,
homemade croutons, and fresh
ground pepper.
By the time our meals arrived, I was practically full, due
to two rounds of dnnks, salad,
and fresh, hot bread. Although
everything was excellent, I was
almost embarrassed by the
amount of food that still covOur waiter
ered the table.
checked back regularly, but
didn't aggravate us, and
wrapped all (which was a lot)
of our leftovers with no sign of
irritation.
When Abby offered us dessert, we laughed. Our bill came
to about $35, which was pretty
good considering we had enough
food left over to last us two
days. I am also happy to say
that I couldn't validate the rumors I had heard about the poor
service. Abby was one of the
best servers I have ever encountered and we defmitely
established a great rapport with
him.
So, ifyou're in the mood to go
out to dinner somewhere other
than Wismer or Wendy's, give
the "Perk" a chance. Good
food, cheap beer, and a happy
atmosphere while experiencing
a taste of history is what they
have to offer.
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Ursinus Softball Suffers Through Wild Week
Stephanie Restine
Sports Editor

The UC Softball team
braved the ups and downs of
a roller coaster during the
week of April 18-24. The
team faced two doubleheaders against conference rivals
Swarthmore and Dickinson
on April 21 and 24, respectively. The Bears were riding
high on Wednesday with a
crushing sweep of the Garnets, winning 8-0 and 9-4.
However, the Lady Bears'
bid for Conference Champions took a.turn for the worse
on Saturday as they were
swept by Dickinson, 17-0 and

5-1.
Taking on Swarthmore on
the 21 st, sophomore Kelly
Meyer smashed her fIrst career
homerun in the fIrst game ofthe
twinbill. Leading the way at
the plate for the Bears was
sophomore Jody Smith with a
two-run homer in the third, a
total ofthree RBI, and going 2for-3 in the game.
Many rookies stepped up in
the batter's box for UC including freshman Jennifer Baci who
was 3-for-3 with one-run
scored, classmate Erin
_Cantwell whowas2-for-3 with
a double and one run scored, as
well as freshman Liz Potash

who was 2-for-2 with one run
scored and one RBI.
Junior Lisa Newmaster was
the winning pitcher, allowing
only four hits and striking out
six batters.
In the second game against the
Garnet, Meyer continued to
dominate the Bears' offense,
going 2-for-3 with two stolen
bases and three runs scored. Baci
was 2-for-4 with a double and a
triple, tying the top ofthe Ursinus
single season record for triples
with six on the season. Freshman
Sue
Soblewski
complimented the Ursinus offensive effort with two RBI and
two runs scored, going 2-for-3

Wayne Gretzky Retires
Chris Rick

in the game.
The winning pitcher for the
second
game
against
Swarthmore was freshman
Kristin Kinelski.
Next on Saturday, April 24,
the Bears dropped both ends of
a twinbill competition against
Centennial Conference opponent, Dickinson. Dickinson
took the fIrst game by a score
of 17 -0. Ursinus fought back
in game two but was unable to
overcome the tough team, losing 5-1.
In Centennial Conference
news, Ursinus shortstop Meyer
was awarded Honor Roll status for her play during the week

of April 18-24. Hitting .563 on
the week, Meyer had nine hits,
six runs scored, two RBI, one
double, one homerun, one walk,
and two stolen bases.
The UC softball team
dropped to fIfth place in the
conference this week with a
record of 8-4 (20-15 overall.)
The Bears have two major
doubleheaders approaching to
keep their CC title hopes intact.
Twinbills against
Muhlenberg on Friday, April
30 and at home against
Gettysburg on Sunday, May 2.
The Ursinus squad takes on
Rowan on Monday, April 26
and Lebanon Valley on
Wednesday, April 28.

Golf Takes on Centennial
Conference

Staff Writer

It is impossible to dispute
thatthe greatest hockey player
of all time hung up his skates
just over a week ago. Wayne
Gretzky, also known as "The
Great One" set records in the
sport ofhockey that will never
be equaled in today' s defensive-oriented game, and because ofthis, he has his place
amongst the greatest athletes
of all time.
On April 18, 1999, Wayne
Gretzky played his last game
against the Pittsburgh Penguins. He assisted in the only
goal that the Rangers scored in
the game, and that was to be
his last e~try into the record
books, record books that he
will no doubt rule forever.
Wayne Gretzky' s totals are
staggering. He holds over sixty
NHL records. In twenty years
in the National Hockey
League, he amassed 2,857
points, 1,007 more points than
the next closest player, Gordie
Howe. He led the league in
scoring ten times, something
that no other player has ever

come close to.
But perhaps the most staggering numbers that Wayne
Gretzky put up were frem 19811986. During this period,
Wayne Gretzky had a combined
total of goals and assists exceeding 200 points four times.
These days, 150 points in an 82
game season is elusive, as this
year Jaromir Jagr led the league
with 127 points.
With all of these totals,
Gretzky has earned comparison with Michael Jordan, whom
many people believe is the greatest athlete in sports history. Both
have put up numbers that will
probably never be equaled. Jordan called Gretzky just after he
announced his retirement, telling Wayne, "You're going to
love retirement."
Maybe that will ultimately be
the case, but after his fmal game,
Gretzky was apprehensive and
emotional about taking his
equipment off. He said after the
fInal game, "I'm not ever gonna
put it on again. It's hard to take
off right now."

Despite his apprehensiveness, Gretzkyrealized his time
had come. "It's a great game
to cover, it's a great game to
watch and it's going to kill me
not to play. But time does
something to you and it's
time."
At any rate, Wayne Gretzky
is humble about all he has
accomplished. After his fInal
game, he said, "I was a boy
who happened to love the game
and got lucky that the good
Lord gave me a passion for
it."
Never in his career did
Gretzky lose his humble attitude. Perhaps this is the greatest skill or record that Wayne
Gretzky ever set.
Portions of this story were
taken
from
http://
dailynews.yahoo.comlheadlines/ts/story.html?s=v/nml
19990418/tsl
nhl_gretzky_l0.html and
http://cnnsi.comlhockey/nhll
newsl 1999/041 161
gretzky-'presserl

Stephanie Restine
Sports Editor

The Ursinus Golfteam traveled to Ocean City, Maryland
during thepastweekend ofApril
23-25 to vie for the Centennial
Conference Championship. Although faced with' adverse
weather conditions, the team
placed fifth after three rounds
of play.
On Friday the 23rd, the fIrst
round was reduced to only nine
holes due to steady rain. Freshman Dave Fisher led the way
for the Bears with a low 39,
followed closely by junior Rob
Bishop, who had a 41 on the
day. Sophomore Bill VanSant
and junior Dan Schott tied with
a halfround total of 43. Senior
Keith Maurer rounded out the
fIeld for Ursinus, finishing with
a score of 46.
Weather conditions improved, and on Saturday players were able to playa complete
round of 18 holes. This time
Bishop took the lead as the top
fInisher for the Bears, scoring a
76, while Fisher trailed Bishop

by only three, fInishing with a
76. Van Sant and Schott also
fInished within three of one
another with scores of 85 and
88, respectively.
On the final day of competition, Bishop improved on
Saturday'S score by one, completing the round in 75 shots.
Fisher and Schott tied for the
Bears' second spot, each scoring an 83. Maurer concluded
the round for the Bears by fmishing up with an 89.
Junior Dan Schott commented, "It was disappointing
as a team, although I improved
my personal goals during the
tournament. We just couldn't
click together."
Individually, Bishop placed
second in the fIeld of Centennial Conference athletes and
earned a spot on the CC Golf
Team. Fisher also fmished well
individually, placing seventh in
the competition.
Congratulations to the UC
GolfTeammembers for all their
hard work and dedication during the 1999 season. Best of
luck to seniors Keith Maurer
and Mike HolwelL'
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Lacrosse Reigns in Centennial Conference
Undefeated Bears win CC Championship Outright
Benjamin Baehr
Special to the Grizzly

This week the Ursinus Women's Lacrosse team
faced off against two tough conference opponents
and carne out as conference champions. On Wednesday, April 21, the Bears won a nail-biter against
Haverford, 12-11, and followed that up with a 10-7
win over Washington on Saturday, April 24.
Ursinus got off to a good start against the Fords,
scoring 4 goals in the fIrst ten minutes. The Escorts
responded with the next three goals before the Bears
tallied twice to extend the lead back to three. The
Tauruses got one back, but Ursinus found the net two
more times for the 8-4 lead at the half.
In the second term, the Contours started chipping
away at the lead, but the Bears still had a 12-9 lead
with nine minutes remaining. The Tempos scored
twice to bring the score to 12-11 with two minutes

left, but their comeback stalled as UC clung for the
stanza, and the half-time score had Ursinus up 4-1.
victory.
The second stanza had a bit more scoring with the
Junior Taryn Brackin (2 goals, 3 assists) led the
Shorewomen answering the fIrst two Bears' goals in
Bears, while freshman Erin Fitzgerald (4+0) and senior
the period. UC then tallied twice before Washington
.Erika Johnston (3+ 1) each had four points, Johnston
got one back. Undeterred, Ursinus put the game out
scoring the game-winner over the Windstars. Freshof reach with two more goals for a 10-5 lead with fIve
man Jaime Matty (1+ 1) had two points, and senior
minutes left. Washington tallied twice in the last
Jamie Eissler and junior Kristen Calore each had a . minute to make the score more respectable, but it was
goal. Senior JoAnne Kenney saved 13 Festivas' shots.
too little too late.
On SatUrday, the Shorewomen arrived at the Adele
Kenney out-dueled Washington's goalie, racking
Boyd Field, the only team remaining with a chance to
up 12 saves. On attack, Matty (4 goals, 1 assist),
claim the conference championship outright. This
Calore (3+0), Brackin (1+2), Fitzgerald (1+1), and
game was not for the faint-hearted as the Bears regisjunior Ashley Claus (1 +0) went on the scorer's sheet.
tered 53 fouls, four yellow cards, and a few boneThe Bears are 8-0 in the conference, with one
rattling collisions.
regular season game remaining at horne on Tuesday,
Improving on the start ofWednesday' s game against
April 27 at 4 PM against conference foe Muhlenburg.
the Crown Victorias, UC scored four goals in the fIrst
After that, the Bears will await notifIcation from the
seven minutes. With the exception of one goal by
NCAA to fInd out where their fIrst round playoff
Washington with 13 minutes left, that was it for the
game will be.

Baseball Drops Two, but ReDlains
Atop Centennial Conference
ErnyHoke
Co-Editor-In-Chief

The UC baseball team split two series this week
with Franklin and Marshall and Johns Hopkins. The
Bears beat F&M on Thursday 8-3, while losing on
Sunday 6-5. Hopkins visited Collegeville on Saturday where they took the first game 8-1, but UC's
pitching pulled them through the second game shuting
out Hopkins 2-0.
The Diplomats of Franklin and Marshall fInally
showed up to Collegeville on Thursday for a Centennial Conference match-up. The Bears put junior
pitcher Kyle Goldwater on the mound to face F&M.
Goldwater struck out three and scattered nine hits on
the mound in eight innings pitched as he picked up the
win. Junior Craig Jones and sophomore JeffRitschel
each added two hits in the Bears' victory.
TheJohnsHopkinsBlueJayslookedtostopUrsinus'
hopes for the Centennial Conference Championship
on Saturday. Hopkins put senior pitcher John Christ
on the mound to face UC's junior Dave Pierce. Christ
pitched to only two batters over the minimum as he
allowed only four hits and struck out six. Pierce went
fIve and a third innings for the Bears while Goldwater
and senior Ben Mills fmished the game on the mound
in relief. Goldwater had the only extra base hit with
a double that hit the fence in deep right-center in the
fIfth inning when UC scored its lone run.

In the second game ofthe double header with Hopkins,
UC's Matt Wiatrak continued his dominance of the
Centennial Conference on the mound. Wiatrak pitched
the complete game shutout while striking out nine Hopkins
batters and allowing only fIve players to reach the bases.
Sophomore Rich Barrett doubled in the sixth inning to
score senior Andy Hawkins and Goldwater for the win.
UC then faced F &M once again on Sunday. This time
F&M was ready for the Bears. The Diplomats jumped
ahead early and did not let down. Pierce hit his second
homerun of the year, a two run shot, to inch the Bears
closer. The Diplomats answered with their own horner,
to seal the victory.
The Bears stayed in a fIrst place tie with Western
Maryland atop the Centennial Conference standings.
Both teams have a conference record of 11-3, while
JunlOr
. M att W·Iatrak on the mound·Improved t 0 6 - 0 In
.
Gettysburg .is in second at 10-4. Wiatrak is currently
.
und~feated In ~o~ference games and has not gIve~ up a Conference play this week. Staff Photo By Erny Hoke
run In over 23 InnIngs. The last team to score on W Iatrak
wasnon-conferenceopponentRichardSto<;ktononMarch ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
27th, 1999 where the Bears won 7-3.
UC is set to play at Swarthmore on Tuesday, and
Rowan on Wednesday, before returning horne to face
Swarthmore on Friday. These three games start at
3:30 p.m. The Bears then end the regular season with a
doubleheader on Saturday at Western Maryland at
1 p.m.
Corne out and support the team as they seek to win the
Centennial Conference Championship.

CheckOut
Centennial Conference
Stats on the Web
at
http://www.
centennial. fancim.org
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Baseball

Lacrosse

Current Record: 11-3 conference, 24-9 overall
Place in CC: first

Current Record: 8-0 conference, 9-5 overall
Place in CC: first (Conference Champions)

Thursday, April 22
Ursinus 8, F&M 3
Junior pitcher Kyle Goldwater scattered nine hits and
allowed only one run in eight innings of work.

Wednesday, April 21
Ursinus 12, Haverford 11
Senior Erika Johnston totaled three goals and scored
the game-winner for the Bears.

Saturday, April 24
Johns Hopkins 8, Ursinus 1
Ursinus 2, Johns Hopkins 0
Sophomore Richie Barrett went I-for-2 with the only
RBI in game one. In game two, junior pitcher Matt
Wiatrak struck out nine and faced a total of24 batters
in the shut-out.

Saturday, April 15
Ursinus 10, Washington 7
Improvihg their record to 8-0, the Bears earned the
Centennial Conference Championship

Sunday, April 25
F &M 6, Ursinus 5
Junior Dave Pierce hit a two-run homer to lead the
Bears' offense.

Softball
Current Record: 8-4 conference, 20-15 overall
Place in CC: fifth

Wednesday, April 21
Ursinus 6, Swarthmore 0
Ursinus 9, Swarthmore 4
Sophomores Kelly Meyer and Jody Smith each
homered in game one to spark the UC offense. In the
second game, freshman Jen Baci tied the singleseason triples record with her sixth.
Satun.ay, April 24
Dickinson 17, Ursinus 0
Dickinson 5, Ursinus 1
In dropping the the twinbill, Ursinus fell to fifth place
in the conference.

Golf
Friday-Sunday, April 23-25
CC Championships in Ocean City, Maryland
Junior Rob Bishop took second place among all CC
competitors, leading the Bears to a fifth place fmish.
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Men's Tennis
Current Record: 2-6 conference, 4-9 overall
Place in CC: seventh

Saturday, April 19
Ursinus 7, Western Maryland 2
Junior Todd Palmer took the number-two singles match
by scores of 6-4,6-1. Brothers freshman Steve Wilkes
and senior Jay Wilkes combined to win the number-two
doubles match, 9-8 (7-2.)
Wednesday, April 21
Muhlenberg 7, Ursinus 0

Women's Tennis

.'

Wednesday, April 21
Ursinus 5, Muhlenberg 4
Ursinus won its final Centennial Conference match of
the season against rival Muhlenberg.

Check out UC Sports on the Web Page
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Current Record: 2-6 conference, 3-8 overall
Place in CC: eighth

Monday, April 19
Bryn Mawr 5, Ursinus 4
Taking the number one singles for UC was freshman
Molly George, winning 6-4, 0-6, 6-4. FreshmanAllison
Wagner and George won the number-one doubles
match by a score of 9-8.
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